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This is a long term project for students to complete during the COVID 19 (Corona 

Virus) lockdown.  The amount of work completed can be dependent on the age of the 

pupil, their ability and their engagement with the task.  As such the completed work can 

be as long as the student wants it to be – each section needs to be completed and it 

should be written as chapters. 



Task 1: 

Choose a famous person to write about.  They can be from any area, but it is better if 

you pick someone you admire or think of as a role model as this will make your writing 

more interesting (if you are interested, your writing becomes more interesting).  You 

can pick someone who is no longer alive, but your final chapter (when we get there I will 

explain) will be different.  Here are some ideas, you can choose one of these, or you can 

go with your own idea; 

Authors: Shakespeare (dead), Dickens (dead), Philip Pullman, David Walliams 

Sports Personalities: Lewis Hamilton (F1), Diego Maradonna (football), Kobe Bryant 

(basketball – dead), Marieke Vervoort (Paralympic wheelchair racer – dead) 

Film Stars: Will Smith, Charlie Chaplin (dead), Clint Eastwood, Robin Williams (dead) 

Artists: Michael Craig-Martin, Banksy, Frida Kahlo (dead),  

TV Personalities: Ant and Dec, Anne Hegarty, Caroline Flack (dead), David Bellamy 

(dead) 

Chefs: Michel Roux (dead), James Martin, Gary Rhodes (dead), Gordon Ramsey 

Comedians: Jimmy Carr, Jo Brand, Victoria Wood (dead), Caroline Aherne (dead) 

Musicians: Ariana Grande, Elvis Presley (dead), Michael Jackson (dead), Rag’n’Bone Man 

Other ideas: Leonardo da Vinci (inventor/artist - dead), Boris Johnson (politician), Carl 

Friedrich Gauss (mathematician – dead), Sir Christopher Wren (architect – dead), 

Mother Teresa (saint/humanitarian), Greta Thunberg (environmental activist), Nelson 

Mandela (terrorist/racial equality leader/president – dead), Diana, Princess of Wales 

(member of the British Royal Family – dead), John F Kennedy (President of USA – dead) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 2: 

Research your chosen celebrity.  Collect information for each of the following 

categories.  At this point you can copy and paste, but remember you will have to put it 

in your own words when you write up your biography.  If your chosen celebrity is alive 

you might (with your parent’s or carer’s permission) want to write a letter or contact 

them via social media or email to find out extra special information that might not be 

commonly known!  Also try to find some quotes of things this person has said to add 

more interest to your work.  You might like to use the planning sheet below the 

category list, but that is entirely up to you. 

 

Categories of information:  

Why you have chosen this person, what is it that makes you admire them? 

Basic information –  

 Full name/nicknames/stage or professional name 

 When they were born 

 When they died (if appropriate) 

 Where they were born 

 Parents’ names 

 Siblings? 

 Where do they live now? 

 Are they married? 

 Do they have children/grandchildren? 

 Why are they famous 

 When did they become famous? 

 Where did they become famous? 

Details of major events in their life 

What impact has what they have done had on their own lives and the lives of others 

What do they want to do in the future? (if they are still alive) 

Why will they also be remembered (if they are dead) 

 

 

 

 

 



Biography Planning Page 

Why this person? 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

Basic information  

1. Person’s names 

2. Born 

3. Died 

4. Family information 

5. Where do they live? 

6. What are they famous for? 

7. When did it happen?  

8. Where did it happen? 

___________________________________________________________ 

Key Events that happened in their life 

1.       



2. 

3.       

4. 

5.       

6. 

___________________________________________________ 

Conclusion  

What are they doing now? 

 

Have they taught us anything? 

 

Why will they always be remembered?  

 

What do they want to do in the future? 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

Quotes: 

 

 

 

 



Task 3: 

Time to think about how you will write your biography.  You need to remember a few 

things; 

Your introduction is personal to you – it is about why you are writing this text 

(not because I have asked you to!).  This needs to be written in the first person 

(I/me) and present tense (writing as it is happening now). 

Most of the rest of your biography will be written in the past tense (the events 

you will talk about have already happened.  The exceptions to these are;  

 Information about the current life of the personality (names, where they 

live, who their current family is etc) must be in the present tense.   

 What they have taught us, because this will always be true and so is in the 

present tense. 

 Their future plans, which will be in the future tense (something that will 

happen, but has not yet happened). 

 

Biographies are always in chronological order.  This means writing information in 

the date order for which they happen (birth, childhood, adulthood, death).  This 

means that you will need to use time connectives to make your work flow. Write 

some time connectives (words or phrases) you might use below - I’ve put a few 

more unusual ones in to start you off: 

Eventually    

 In due course   

  All of a 

sudden 

 

   In the mean 

time  
Remember, that time connectives usually have a comma after them! 

 

Think about your vocabulary.  Try to use some WOW words.  Write some words 

you might try to use below - I’ve put in a few to start you off: 

Specifically Ambition Overwhelming Mesmerising  

    

    
 

Finally, remember to extend your sentences using connectives and clauses. 



Now it is time to start your writing.  For each of the following tasks I have ended with 

an example of how I would write each section - each one includes little hints to help you 

improve and impress with your work.  I have only done this as paragraphs so that you 

don’t have to read too much.  Your work should be in chapter format, but each chapter 

can as long as you like.  Remember - chapters will have more than one paragraph!  

 

THIS MUST ALL BE IN YOUR OWN WORDS! 

NO COPY AND PASTE FROM THE INTERNET ALLOWED! 

 

Task 4: 

Write your introduction. 

Use the ideas from your planning sheet or own notes to write your introduction to the 

text.  Once you have done it check back to task three to make sure you have written it 

in the correct way.  Edit and improve your work if you need to. 

 

 

 

Task 5: 

Write chapter 1.  This should be about the person and the basic information about 

their life (not their death or their current family situation). Once you have done it 



check back to task three to make sure you have written it in the correct way.  Edit and 

improve your work if you need to.   
 

 

 

Task 6: 

This will be several chapters.  Each chapter should be about one of the key events that 

happened in your chosen person’s life.  Start with the earliest event and work forward 

to the most recent one. Once you have done it check back to task three to make sure 

you have written it in the correct way.  Edit and improve your work if you need to.   

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 7: 

End your biography with a chapter that brings the reader up-to-date. What is the 

person doing now (if they are alive) or when and how did they die (if they are dead) Say 

what their lasting impact will be and why they will always be remembered.  Once you 

have done it check back to task three to make sure you have written it in the correct 

way.  Edit and improve your work if you need to.   

 

 

 

 

Task 8: 

Finish your work by adding some pictures or illustrations.  You can copy and paste these 

from the internet or you can draw your own.  Don’t forget to write a caption for each 

picture – a sort sentence to explain what the picture shows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ferdinand Alonso in 2016 



Task 9: 

Design a front cover for your work.  Give your work a title – use word play to make it 

memorable or ‘catchy’ for your audience. Don’t forget to put your name on it! 

 

 

Task 10: 

Save your work and give it to Mrs Shaddock when we go back to school.  If you prefer 

you can email it to Mrs Shaddock and she will save them all for when she can print them 

out.  We are going to create a section in the library for all our own biographies – it will 

be wonderful! 

 

Well done for all your hard work! 


